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WRIGHTSTOCK: BIRTH OF A NATION?
BY JAN DAGLEY  
Assistant Editor
In the great tradition of Bethel, N .Y ., August, 1969, 
mey c&me. Depending on who you talked to, the crowd 
ranged from 4000 to 18,000 people. They camped 
on the hillside, in trailers or VW buses, or just 
sat on the hill moving with the music, huddling 
close to the fires that dotted the whole area.
It was Wrightstock, the ‘festival of life* sponsored 
by student government. It’s over now, and it wasn’t 
a disaster after all. Although a tent burned down, 
Rick Minamyer hurt his foot and thousands of people 
almost froze, Wrightstock had no major problems.
Friday night there were rumors that someone was 
having a baby. There were warnings on the purple 
acid (A rrie  Feldman, the stage announcer, must have 
listened closely to the “ Joey to the pink and white 
tent”  guy on the Woodstock album. He sounded really  
convincing.) In fact, the whole festival was con­
vincing. Although there were no big-name bands, 
there was music, and it was heard for miles around. 
One stage announcer apologized after one band’s 
set that “ this is Wrightstock, not Woodstock, sc we 
have low-budget bands.”  They did a good job imitating, 
too, playing lots of Woodstock songs, including a 
rather shoddy version of the “ Star Spangled Banner.”
I half expected to see Joanie up there doing one of 
her husband David’s favorite songs.
Nearly 7/8 of the people got in free, according to 
Student Government treasurer and SBP candidate Pat 
Moran. Although there are no exact figures available 
yet, Moran claims that the festival at least didn’t 
lose any money. In that sense, ana in the sense that 
there were no major problems, the fest was a success.
The idea of Wrightstock nation, however, just didn’t 
come off, or if it did, Wright Stock isn’t much different 
from the good ole U.S. of A. It cost those who paid up 
to six  dollars to move in, not to mention the cost of 
food at the concessions (admittedly profitmaking 
so that Senate would not go bankrupt.) A nation, or 
even a city, it wasn’t. Maybe a suburb. . .
There may be more Wrightstocks next year; there 
may not. If Minamyer is elected, he promises more 
of the same. Moran offers a slightly modified model 
(not three days) and neither O’Dell nor Ipiotis has 
mentioned the subject. The choice is ours.
Vote - Wed ■ Thurs - Fri 10 am-3 pm 6 pm-8 pm
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Well it is Wednesday and if you have not voted 
yet let me be the last to give the word. VOTE!
We announced earlier that we would support some­
one. Well we urge you to vote for Pat MORAN. Pat 
is in our opinion the only presidential candidate 
qualified to do a good job as SBP. He has worked 
and we should emphasize the WORK for your stu­
dent government for years and has a good track 
record. He has through the last dismal year of 
so-called student government kept them out of debt 
and out of prison with his diligent work on the 
books. Pat Moran not only has some good ideas 
on how to improve student government for us all 
but knows which form makes which administrator 
click on to accomplish that goal. Personally in my 
years at Wright State we’ve had a president called 
Schiller that hid fairly effectively behind a strong 
student senate, a president called Hunt who for 
two years organized the best organized do-nothing 
student government we’ve ever had, and of course 
one called Campbell who led the weakest most 
un-organized try yet. (Doug brought us Wright- 
Stocks, Coffeehouses. . .somehow!). I think it is about 
time we had a student body president who could 
organize and do at the same time, Moran can ac- 
complish tl
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Coleman Called “Dear”
To the Editor,
I have just read the letter by dear (?) M iss Cole­
man. This poor creature is gravely misinformed and 
confused.
Oh yes, we veterans get all the advantages! We 
get special preferences on civil service exams (all 
of five points), loans, and let’s not forget the BIG 
checks from the government; paid for by YOUR taxes.
A lot of us veterans get ALL these special prefer­
ences after we have spent two to four years in the 
service of our country. Some of us were lucky enough 
to spend a year or more of our enlistment in some 
God forsaken area or in sunny tropical Asia dodging 
bullets.
A ll the time I was in the service I paid taxes on 
the petty check that I got twice a month and I’ve 
paid taxes ever since. As a married veteran I re ­
ceive $205 a month, if I’m on full time and if it is 
for a complete month. If school starts or stops during 
a month the check is pro-rated, if I carry 11 hours 
instead of 12 I get all of $155 just because of one 
hour. Even with all this money, my wife works full 
time and I work part time,
I dislike the assumption that just because I’m a 
veteran that I’ll be a truck driver or work in a gas 
station or a factory.
Most veterans are more mature mentally than the 
average college student and they aren’t in college 
just to beat the draft as some students are. The 
veterans are here for one reason and that reason 
is to get an education. Miss Coleman, however, was 
correct on one statement— that there are a lot of 
people in college who don’t belong there, I wonder 
if maybe she is one?
I have one further question of Miss Coleman and 
that is what is so special about officers? Why should 
they get all the special preferences?
Terry Jefferies
Dagley Defended
To the Editor,
On behalf of the student community of this Uni­
versity I would like to thank you for your editorial 
“ The GUARDIAN Opinion”  of Wednesday, April 28, 
1971.
Your assistant editor, Jan Dagley, has rightly 
and quite effectively stated the opinion of the stu­
dent community of Wright State University. How­
ever, I would like to add that the assistant editor, 
Jan Dagley, has missed (maybe due to lack of 
space) several points that we the readers of the 
University paper should be made aware of.
A faculty member because of his position should 
not have any right to misinterpret history of Our 
country of which we are very much aware. In your 
paper of April 21, 1971, Khurshid Ahmad (from Jan 
Dagley’s editorial he is a faculty member) compared 
the freedom struggle of the people of Bangla Desh 
with that of our “ Civil W ar.”
Mr. Ahmad has said “ in many respects it (the 
war of liberation in Bangla Desh) is sim ilar to 
the American “ Civil W ar.”  This comparison to our 
mind is ludicrous. It should rather be compared with 
the American War of Independence of 1776 against 
Colonial Rule.
Mr. Ahmad ought to have known the cultural and 
linguistic sim ilarities as well as the geographical 
contiguity between the northern and southern states 
of this country as opposed to the linguistics, cul­
tural and geographical differences between Bangla 
Desh and Pakistan. Mr. Ahmad definitely cannot 
claim ignorance of not knowing the differences that 
exist in his own country or should we think that it 
was a mischievous attempt on his part to misguide 
and misinterpret the facts about the background of 
the political crisis in Pakistan leading towards 
the ultimate breakup of Bangla Desh from the rule 
of a tyrannical dictator, which only parallels that 
of Hitler’s genocide of the Jewish people or should 
we assume that it was a pure and simple case 
of shameless intellectual dishonesty?
Through your newspaper, we the readers would 
like to assure Mr. Ahmad that we the students of 
this community do sometimes read the respectable 
papers and journals like the New York Tim es, Wash­
ington Post, etc., and know that the Bengali’s in 
Bangla Desh have not revolted; it is the army, a 
stooge, which has revolted against the majority 
population of the country in an attempt to brutally 
crush their legitimate political right.
The Independence of Bangla Desh is inevitable. 
What started as a movement for economic autonomy 
within the framework of a united Pakistan has been 
irrevocably transformed by the wholesale slaughter 
of East Pakistani civilians into a movement that 
sooner or later will produce an independent East 
Pakistan— “ Bangla Desh”  is a matter of time. (See 
“ Conflict in East Pakistan; Background & P ros­
pects,”  by Edward S. Mason, Robert Dorfman and 
Stephen A. Marglin.)
Steve Elson 
Student 251216
Guardian Deplored
To the Editor,
I am writing this letter in reply to your article 
“ The GUARDIAN Opinion”  published on April 28. 
I would like to clarify the misunderstanding about
my letter of April 2 1 .1 did not accuse The GUARDIAN 
for “ exaggeration”  and “ distortion.”  My criticism 
was aimed at the misleading sources of articles 
which The GUARDIAN had published on April 7 and 
April 14. During personal interview on April 19  
the assistant editor was assured by me that I was 
not critical of The GUARDIAN, but that my criticism 
was levelled against the erroneous sources. For 
some mysterious reason the assistant editor fails 
to mention anything about my interview!!
The GUARDIAN reveals that the information about 
the rebellion in East Pakistan was acquired from 
such infallible and “ reliable sources as the New 
York Times and Time magazine. . .»»! A little 
research would have revealed that the correspondents 
of the New York Times, Time magazine and other 
foreign newspapers were not present in East Pakistan 
during the course of rebellion. The Government of 
Pakistan had asked them to leave East Pakistan 
for reasons of their personal safety. A casual glance 
at most publications would have indicated the fact 
that most of the news was' being manufactured and 
supplied by the Press Trust of India. One has to be 
naive to believe in the bundle of fabrications and 
exaggerations which were being supplied maliciously 
by the P ress Trust of India to foreign correspon­
dents. The subsequent events proved that the made- 
up news printed by the Press Trust of India was 
nothing but a slanderous and mischievous attack on 
the solidarity and integrity of Pakistan.
P rio r to the April 28 article, I was not critical 
of The GUARDIAN. Now, I do deplore your latest 
article. Unjustly, and perhaps unknowingly, the writer 
of the article is championing the cause of those who 
want to destroy the Federation of Pakistan. In an 
unwarranted support of the rebels of Pakistan, the 
article presents very illogical and weak arguments. 
For example, it suggests that East and West Paki­
stan should be two separate countries because they 
are located 1100 miles apart. Accepting the same 
logic, would the writer of the article dare to suggest 
that Alaska, Hawaii and the United States become 
separate countries because they are situated thou­
sands of miles apart? Another argument propounded 
by the writer is that East and West Pakistan should 
be separate countries because they have different 
cultures and languages. There are 30 different lan­
guages spoken in India, aside from several thousand 
dialects. Would the writer also suggest that India 
should also be divided into 30 different countries' 
based on language differences? The same logic ii 
carried to its conclusion suggests that perhaps 
India ought to be divided into several hundred in­
dependent countries!
Let me make another correction about the dis­
tortion of historical facts in the article. Pakistan 
did not come into existence by the drawing of ar­
bitrary lines by the British Government. It came into 
existence because 97 per cent of the Muslims of 
pre-partitioned India cherished this goal; and almost 
100 per cent of our East Pakistani brethern voted 
in favor of joining the Federation of Pakistan. The 
use of the term “ Bangla Desh”  for East Pakistan 
is either based on ignorance or it is based on in­
tentional mischief! There is no country by the name 
of “ Bangla Desh.”  The name of the country is PAK­
ISTAN which consists of two states— East and West 
Pakistan.
The assistant editor’s reasons for not liking the 
violent consequences of the rebellion in East Paki­
stan are understandable; but The GUARDIAN’S posi­
tion in taking sides in the rebellion without knowing 
all the facts are immature and unfortunate.
Thank you. Khurshid Ahmad
Looking Back On Tragedy
BY SCOTT BOWERS Managing Editor
Happy Anniversary Kent State. . .
Sometimes it is hard to believe some of the 
things I ’ve seen in so few years. Maybe they haven’t 
been as traumatic as the Great Depression, WW II 
or Prohibition but there’ve been some pretty hor­
rible happenings.
'Two wars in Asia neither of which is over. The 
last has murdered guys I grew up with and shipped 
back what was left, a green box and a name for 
me to remember. War after War as flashed in 
the Mideast and still the talk of more war con­
tinues.
I can remember watching films of Castro’s men 
executing enemies of the people in Havana on the 
“ Today”  show, tapes of the tanks rumbling through 
Prague on “ Huntley and Brinkley.”  I can remember 
Camelot and those sad days when the king was 
shot in Dallas and the clown Prince took command.
John Kennedy was the first real president to me. 
I wore his campaign button with pride to school 
every day and cheered at one of his long motor­
cades. But he died in another.
I can remember a little incident called the Cuban 
Missile C ris is . It brought home to me just what 
it meant to face nuclear annihiliation. (Have you 
ever stood in a school building with your back 
to Wright Pat 6 1/2 miles away in an air raid drill 
knowing that if it were an attack the H-bomb would 
burn you to a white ash?)
Then there was Selma, Little Rock, Medgar Evers 
and D r. Martin Luther King. Dr. King started help­
ing his own race of people but died on that motel 
balcony helping both white and black.
One man went to the Blacks of Indianapolis and 
told them he was dead. He died that same summer 
in Los Angeles on his way to Chicago, in his place 
went the Yippies and the youth of his country to 
face the clubs and bayonets of fear.
No one died in Chicago; it took some stones, 
curses and the Ohio National Guard to accomplish 
that. Just a year ago Allision Krause, Jeffrey Glenn 
M iller, Sandra Lee Scheuer and Bill Schroeder died 
in that commons for just looking. . .just looking at 
what this country is and what it is doing.
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A Vote For Dad
To the Editor:
I am not a student at Wright State, but I w ill be 
someday. I would like to ask you to vote for my 
dad, W illiam  O’Dell, for Student Body President.
I know my dad very well; I have lived with him 
all my life.
Dad brings home copies of The GUARDIAN, and 
I read them. I got mad at Kathleen Coleman and 
then I got mad at Kris Thomason. Other people 
have written about Kathleen Coleman; I am writing 
about Kris Thomason.
Last week in this paper, she said my dad did 
good work and accomplished a great deal; she said 
he had many good ideas; she said he would be an 
asset to the student government. Then, she said he 
would not make a good Student Body President 
because he was 33 years old. Then, she said she 
was not prejudiced against older people.
She sounds all mixed up, or is it just that I am 
only 12 years old and don’t understanding college 
talk.
Vote for my dad, I would.
Eugene O’Dell
Forest Management Defended
To the Editor:
In the April 12, 1971 issue of The GUARDIAN  
reference was made to the forest management ac­
tivities on the WSU campus. In this article several 
statements were made that were misleading.
The article stated that many students and faculty 
members feel that the logging activity in the woods 
was disturbing the wildlife and causing extensive 
damage. True, logging operations do cause some 
damage. In the case of the WSU Forest the damage 
was very slight and it is hard to believe that there 
has been enough time to take wildlife population 
studies that would support the theory that this damage 
caused even a slight change in the species composi­
tion and number. A more likely cause for wildlife 
density fluctuation would be the large area known as 
a parking lot. Other cause could be aircraft noise, 
horse trails, people, exhaust fumes, buildings, and in 
general, a complete change in the environment sur­
rounding the forest from what it was five years ago.
Another concept mentioned in this article was the 
question: “ The woods has ‘managed* to get along 
fo r so many years on its own, why do we not decide 
that it cannot survive without human intervention?”  
The fact is that the woods has not been surviving 
“ on its own.”  The WSU Forest shows many signs 
of forest management and timber harvesting in p re­
vious years. This previous management did not seem  
to disturb the forest.
A  third statement in the article made reference  
to the “ edge effect.”  To the best of my knowledge no 
trees or vegetation have been removed from  the 
edge of the WSU Forest. The only possible exception 
to this could be the walnut plantation which is under 
intensive management. Several heavily grassed and 
swamp areas have been disturbed but this is not a 
result of any forest management operation.
It seems to me that better communication and 
cooperation must be established between the students, 
faculty, and professional advisors. Hopefully we can 
reach this goal sometime in the very near future.
Thank you for giving me this opportunity to express 
my views and opinions in this matter.
Dave Mooter
Service Forester
Laugh At Honest Nick
To the Editor,
Monday, on the way to class, I was handed a 
leaflet titled “ Vote Ipiotis S.B.P.”  I asked naively, 
“ Why do you support Ipiotis?”  He answered, “ Be­
cause he is honest.”
I have had it. We (The GUARDIAN) have played 
M r. Nice Guy too long. Nick’s honesty overwhelms 
me.
“ To Quote From Ipiotis Campaign”
“ This fa ll I began w r i t i n g  a c o l u m n  for The 
GUARDIAN. As my article became more critical 
of the administration my pay was decreased until 
I was donating my material. After criticizing the 
firing of D r. Yarrington of the Physics Department, 
which had repercussions through the faculty and 
administration, there was no longer any room for 
my material. I protested this “ lack of space”  only 
to find myself fired for not realizing my “ place”  
on the staff. The campus newspaper should be an 
independent voice on the campus without influence 
from  administrators or student governments. P r e s ­
ently administrators w ill tell you they have nothing
to do with what is printed. Although they may not 
interfere directly, it is well known who controls 
the purse strings. This provides a subtle but sub­
stantial influence on what is printed. This should be 
remedied immediately.”
Ipiotis was hired for $20 as a sportswriter. Nick 
asked for this position because he felt the soccer 
team (of which he was a member) needed better 
coverage. He got the twenty bucks for the incon­
venience of covering all up-coming sports. So you 
see, old honest Nick did not start as a column 
w riter. That came after soccer-season and he was 
no longer interested in sports— Nick asked to write 
a column. For writing a column, especially an under­
researched and over-opinionated column we don’t 
pay $20— Nick got $5.
Old Honest did not only protest the non-printing 
of one of his columns, he protested the Editor’s 
right to decide what is to be printed. Nick’s ego 
got in his way. So he got canned.
Now that I’ve helped shed some light on crusading 
Nick’s honesty or lack of it, I would like to explore 
his idea for an independent voice, “ without influence 
from  administrators or student government.”  It is 
a great idea but we are a hell of a long way from a 
self-sufficient publication. This year our expenses 
are  going to amount to around $18,000 of which 
$10,000 w ill come from  student fees. I don’t trust 
ourselves with $10,000 of student money over which 
the university doesn’t exercise at least paper control.
Finally Nick states, “ It is well known who controls 
the purse strings.”  I attended the Publication Sub­
committee meeting where The GUARDIAN’S budget 
was ironed out. It was decided in this meeting that 
The GUARDIAN budget would increase by 60 per cent 
next year. On the committee are three students, 
four faculty, and one administrator. Next year there 
w ill be six students on the committee. I really  
doubt how well known this is.
If anyone gives you a leaflet from good old honest 
Nick Ipiotis, laugh and vote for Pat Moran.
Your Husband 
E. S. Bowers
Coleman Condemned; 
Narrow-Minded 
Hypocritical Person
To the Editor,
I’m writing in reply to an article I read in The 
GUARDIAN dated April 23, 1971, concerning a letter 
written by a Miss or Mrs Kathleen Coleman.
In her letter to the editor, I think she used or 
implied some very derogatory and slandering re ­
marks concerning veterans.
I’m a veteran and my ideas and beliefs are  not 
always in following with the present Indo-China 
conflict but Miss or Mrs Coleman’s ideas of plac­
ing all veterans in the category “ truck drivers, 
gas station attendants, and factory w orkers,”  while 
also differentiating between officers and enlisted 
is in my opinion a quote from  a very narrow minded 
and hypocritical person.
In her reference to veterans receiving special 
allotments and attention is right to a certain degree, 
but aren’t a lot of grants, fellowships and loans 
available to all students, but considering the vet­
erans again, I believe they aren’t nearly enough 
for what he has given up or sacrific ed.
I ask Miss or Mrs Coleman if she had ever 
made 13 cents an hour, ate food that was sometimes 
unidentifiable, lived in a home that was condemned 
in 1945, been apart from her family for periods 
of one to three years other than at her own wishes, 
fought a war that maybe they didn’t think right, 
been subjected to both physical and mental pain, 
donated two to four years of her life to helping 
keep liberties that she enjoys and uses so elo­
quently now, or ever been confronted with the throught 
that her next heartbeat may be her last?
Also, I would like to make reference to her 
closing statement regarding her apparent agree­
ment with Gov. Gilligan and D r. Golding that there 
are  a lot of people who don’t belong in college. 
I agree, that there are a lot of people who don’t 
belong in college. I agree there are  a lot of people 
there merely to beat the draft, cause distruption 
so  persons seeking an education w ill find it more 
difficult, a few out to have a year-round party, and 
few of Miss or Mrs Coleman’s sex , working toward 
a M.R.S. degree.
In her closing statement, “ Vote for Rick or even 
Pat but for God’s sake don’t vote for O’D ell,”  of 
which I point out her reference to using God’s 
w ill or wishes to defeat Mr. O’Dell. I really  think 
it would be for Miss or Mrs Kathleen Coleman’s 
sake, because I think our present beliefs are God 
is a person of compassion and love for his fellow  
man or is this outdated now?
D. Vanderpool
Coleman Immature, 
Hard To Believe
To the Editor,
I have just read M iss Coleman’s letter in regards  
to the veterans at Wright State. It's hard to believe  
that such bigotry exists toward me, as a veteran.
I started college in 1964, but was unable to finish  
because I had to go into the Armed Forces. My 
question is, why, just because I was in the service  
for four years, must I automatically be deprived  
of all intelligence by an immature (at least mentally) 
young g irl. Why shouldn’t I be allowed to continue 
my education, rather than be a truck d river or a 
gcs pump j^cxey?
In regards to her irrational statement about my 
check ($175 per month) coming from  HER tax money 
. . J  paid taxes the entire four years I was in 
the service, plus I’ve been paying taxes ever since 
I have been out--I have been working; in case M iss 
Coleman thinks the government checks make me 
independently wealthy, she’s wrong.
Not wishing to bring myself DOWN to M iss Cole­
man’s level, I shall not resort to her method of 
nam e-calling. I just hope that M iss Coleman finds 
the power of reasoning someday.
Tom Martin
Coleman Unfair; 
Smacks Of Elitism
To the Editor,
M iss Kathleen Coleman’s attack on veterans and 
others who in her view, are only fit to be truck 
drivers , garbage collectors, etc. is both unfair and 
smacks upon nothing less than out and out elitism .
M iss Coleman ignores the basic fact that those 
who serve their country are uprooted from  home, 
occupation, etc., while those who don’t a re  not. The 
other replying letters rebut her contentions about 
job preference. Equally true is the fact that many 
returning veterans cannot find jobs because of the 
present economic situation. Preference on civ il s e r ­
vice exams is five points.
Equally insulting is her contention that a ll except 
commissioned officers are only fit to d rive  trucks 
and collect garbage. This is  utter stupidity, as I 
personally know many veterans who, as enlisted 
men did very well, including college graduates (before  
going into the Army, I earned an A .B . degree at 
Transylvania College.) A man’s rank in the service  
does NOT automatically show his worth. Why should 
veterans be penalized and scorned? After a ll,  they 
serve their country— fulfilling an obligation of citi­
zenship under the law, and have every right to earn  
an education and be able to support their fam ilies.
Finally, who is Miss Coleman and company to judge 
who should and/or should not be allowed to pursue 
an education? What is so wrong with one’s occupa­
tion? There are many vital and necessary jobs in 
our complex and it is WRONG to shun and scorn  
others because of their occupation, whatever it may 
be. Their taxes are helping to put her through 
school. It is wrong to begrudge one an education be­
cause of one’s background. If such attitudes of 
elitism  prevail, then the American ideal of individual 
worth is dead, and we could be well along the road 
to a totalitarian state, where a sm all elite decides 
what’s best for all without consulting the common 
people.
Ed H arris
Veterans Pay Taxes Too
To the Editor,
After reading Miss Coleman’s emotional endeavors 
on O’D ell and the Veterans, the next question that 
came to my mind was what grot?) she would sing le- 
out next as unfit for college. Do you think this may 
be the Jews, the Catholics or the Blacks? If she 
wants to form  her own organization— that’s fine; 
although, the KKK might more easily integrate her 
ideas.
As fa r as special advantages we had quite a num­
ber, travel to exotic lands, excellent pay, hospital­
ization and all the other special p riv ileges that go 
along with military service. . .We do rece ive  checks 
from  the government paid for by OUR taxes. In 
case M iss Coleman didn’t rem em ber— veterans pay 
taxes a lso .
Calling for the students to band together is an 
excellent idea, but the call should be logical and 
based on something other than an im m ature, emo­
tional whim.
I am a veteran, but I am a student firs t . A ll that 
unbased idealism about special p references, and a 
man being only able to drive a truck or pump gas 
is as illogical as, “ If O’D ell is elected the Veterans 
w ill take over.”
To generalize with a group, or any group such
(Continued on page 22)
1970-71 Summer Quarter Schedule
This publication contains class scheduling and registration information as of 
April 24, 1971. The University reserves the right to make adjustments and 
alter course offerings and to place students in their stated alternates when 
necessary.
EAR LY REG ISTRATIO N IN FO R M A TIO N  
M A IN  CAMPUS
MASS REGISTRATION INFORM ATION
Summer Terms A, B, and C
Students admitted to the University may register on Tuesday, June 14, 
1971, 2:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. at the Registration Center in Allyn Hall. 
Advisers will be available during those hours.
Summer Term B
Students admitted to the University may register on Thursday, July 22, 
1971, 2:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. at the Registration Center in Allyn Hall.
STUDENTS ENR O LLED  AT W R IG H T STATE SPRING QUARTER 1970-71.
Students may register during the early registration period May 17 through 
June 2 or on June 14 for Summer Terms A, B or C or on July 22 for Term B. 
Authorizations to register will be mailed to the student's mailing address on 
file in the Registrar's Office as follows: Graduate students and seniors - May 
10; Juniors and unclassified - May 17; Sophomores - May 18; Freshmen - 
May 21.
Completed Authorizations to Register will be accepted by mail or at the 
Registration Window, Registrar's Office, Allyn Hall according to the follow­
ing schedule:
GRADUATE STUDENTS
SENIORS Monday, May 17 - Wednesday, June 2
JUNIORS
UNCLASSIFIED Wednesday, May 19 - Wednesday, June 2
Advising
No registration for a student taking 9 hours or more will be processed by mail 
or drop box unless the card has both the adviser's signature and the 
Divisional approval stamp (except for Business Administration and Continu­
ing Education Divisions). Students taking fewer than 9 hours are strongly 
urged to see an adviser if they intend to seek a Wright State University 
degree.
Adviser assignments are made by the Chairman of the student's major 
department. Appointments with adviser may be arranged by contacting 
either the adviser or the department office.
Advising Schedule (Main Campus)
Division of Business Administration.
By appointment with adviser, or advisers will be available:
SOPHOMORES Monday, May 24 - Wednesday, June 2
FRESHMEN Wednesday, May 26 - Wednesday, June 2
A  student's classification is indicated on his Authorization to Register.
The Registration Window, will be open as follows:
Monday - Thursday: 9 :00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Friday 9 :00  a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Closed Saturday
NEW FRESHMEN
New Freshmen will receive registration information from the University 
Division.
FORMER W R IG H T STATE STUDENTS AND NEW TRANSFER STUDENTS
May register during the early registration period if they have been admitted 
or readmitted by May 5, 1971. Students admitted after that date may 
register on June 14.
NEW G R A D U A TE STUDENTS
May register during the early registration period if they have been admitted 
or readmitted by May 5, 1971. Students admitted after that date may 
register on June 14.
Information regarding admission to the University may be obtained:
U NDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS
GRADUATE  
STU D EN TS .
Admissions Office
152 Allyn.Hall
Phone 426-6650, Ext. 201
Division of Graduate Studies
254 Allyn Hall
Phone 426 -6650. Ext. 288
For students registering during the early registration period, a registration 
confirmation and fee statement will be mailed to the student's address 
after processing of the completed authorization in the Registrar's Office.
IMPORTANT: FEES MUST BE IN  THE BURSAR'S OFFICE BY 5:00 p.m. 
JUNE 9. 1971. IF FEES ARE NOT RECEIVED BY JUNE 9, A STUDENT'S  
REG ISTRATION WILL BE CANCELLED  and the STUDENT M AY REG­
ISTER ON JUNE 14 IF HE WISHES TO REGISTER FOR SUMMER TERM  
A, B, OR C, OR ON JULY 22 FOR TERM B.
5:00 - 7:00 p.m. May 12 
17
13
18
Division of Education, Liberal Arts and Science and Engineering.
By appointment with adviser or major department during early 
registration.
Advisers will be available 2:00 - 7:00 p.m. June 14, 1971. 
ON-CAMPUS RESIDENCY
Housing on campus during the Summer Quarter is available at a special rate. 
Students are encouraged to make arrangements through the Office of the 
Director of Residence, room 104, residence hall. Meals will not be included in 
the summer residence contract. However, they may be purchased on a cash 
basis at the University Center.
FORMS COMPLETION
Only one form — The Authorization to Register — is required for registration.
On the front of Authorization check the information on the left side for 
accuracy. Make corrections or add missing information on the right side of 
the Authorization. See code listing for major numbers and division ab­
breviations. Do not write in the shaded areas on the Authorization, as 
corrections in this information may be made only at the Office of the 
Registrar for continuing and returning students, and at the Office of 
Admissions for new freshmen and transfer students.
Students will have a prefix before their classification designating the 
basis upon which admission was granted.
M — Matriculant
T — Transient - Designate your rank at your home institution.
N — Non-Matriculant or Non-Degree 
S — Special High School Student 
C — Certification candidate 
Student classification will be determined as follows:
FR — 0-35 quarter hours passed, currently enrolled for and/or eligible 
for transfer
SO -  36-80 quarter hours passed, currently enrolled for and/or eligible 
for transfer
JR — 81-125 quarter hours passed, currently enrolled for and/or eligible 
for transfer
SR — 125+ quarter hours passed, currently enrolled for and/or eligible 
for transfer
UN — Unclassified - Student with a baccalaureate degree and not seeking an 
additional degree 
GR — Graduate
On the reverse side of the Authorization enter your preferred program 
of courses for the summer quarter. Enter the information accurately as it 
appears in the Schedule of Classes. Enter classes for Term A and C in the area 
designated "Terms A + C" and classes for Term B in the area designated
"Term B." Alternate daises, in case one your preferred classes is closed, 
should be entered directly to the right of the preferred class.
If required, the adviser's signature must follow the last entry 
ENTER THE CLASS NUMBER ACCURATELY AND LEGIBLY. IT 
IS THE ONLY NUMBER USED BY THE REGISTRAR TO PROCESS YOUR  
REGISTRATION.
Major Identification Numbers
* Graduate Only 
* *  Undergraduate Only.
Undergraduate - The following list is for information purposes only. You 
must identify a major. Change of major may be made at the Office of the 
Registrar. None of the majors designated as “graduate" may be selected by 
an undergraduate.
Graduate - You must identify a major approved by the Division of Graduate 
Studies and clear changes of major with this division.
Continuing Education
000 Unspecified (Matriculant students may not list this as their major)
Business Administration
100 Undecided - Business
110 Accountancy
120 Business Economics
130 Finance and Banking
**140 General Business
**141 Business Science
**142 Pre-Law, Business
**143 Quantitative Business Analysis
**144 Technically Combined Curriculum
**145 Office Administration
150 Management
160 Marketing
Education
200
201
**210
*211
**212
'*220
**221
**222
**223
**224
**225
**226
**227
**228
’ *229
**2 4 0
**241
**242
**243
*250
*251
*252
*253
*254
255
*260
*261
Undecided - Education
Certification Candidate (Unclassified and Graduate students only
Elementary Education
Elementary Classroom Teacher
Slow Learner Education
Art Education
Business Education
English Education
Mathematics Education
Science Comprehensive - Biology
Science Comprehensive - Earth Science
Science Comprehensive - Physics
Science Comprehensive - Chemistry
Social Science Comprehensive • Education
Speech Education
French Education
German Education
Latin Education
Spanish Education
Secondary Classroom Teacher
Principalship - Elementary
Principalship - Secondary
Curriculum & Supervision
Special Education
Rehabilitation Education
Educational Guidance
Personnel Counseling
Liberal Arts
**300 Undecided - Liberal Arts
**310 Art
**311 Music
**312 Music Education
’ *313 Speech and Theater
**320 Classical Humanities
‘ *321 Greek
**322 Latin
**330 Economics - Arts degree
' "331 Geography
332 History
“ 333 Political Science
“ 334 Sociology
“ 335 Social Work
’ *336 Anthropology
“ 350 English
**351 Philosophy
**352 Religion
**360 French
**361 German
**362 Spanish
Science and Engineering ^
'^*40§ Uhdecid^d:- Science & Engineering
410 Biology
411 Medical Technology
420 Engineering
421 Systems Engineering
422 Engineering Physics
430 Chemistry
440 Geology
*441 Earth Science
450 Mathematics
451 Computer Science
460 Physics
461 M.S.T. Physics
470 Psychology
Change of Schedule and Withdrawal
A course or section drop made at the request of the student requires a 
S5.00 fee on the day of request. All program changes must be made before 
the deadlines published in the University Calendar. No fee is assessed for 
courses added, except tuition where applicable.
Students who find it necessary to withdraw from all courses may do so 
without academic penalty before the deadline published in the University 
Calendar. No fee is assessed when all courses are dropped.
Advisor approval is required for full-time students to change their 
program. Section changes of the same course do not require advisor approval. 
The refund schedule is outlined in the University Calendar.
A “Change of Course" fee is assessed as follows:
Changes (at student request) thru second week of classes S 5.00
Changes (at student request) thru the eighth week of classes 10.00
Changes (at student request) after eighth week of classes 15.00
Inter—Campus Registration
Although each campus conducts its own registration period, all work is 
recorded on a single registration card for each student. Students may register 
early for any campus by mail. During the registration period, students doing 
work on more than one campus should register on the main campus.
Course Repeat Policy
An undergraduate student may repeat once any course which he has taken 
previously and for which he has received a grade of F or D.
In order to repeat a course in which the original grade was 'F' or 'D' 
so that the first hours and grade points will be removed from the cumulative 
average, the student must indicate on the Remarks column of the Authori£a- 
tion to Register that the course is a repeat at the time of registration 
submission. If a student wishes to make this change after he has registered, 
then a Drop/Add form must be completed and the change fee of S5.00 will be 
charged. Refer to the catalog for more detailed information regarding this 
policy.
Audit
To audit a course requires instructor approval. The signature must be in­
dicated on the Registration or Drop/Add card.
Selective Service Information
Students who wish to have their local Selective Service Boards informed of 
their enrollment in the university must complete a release form, available at 
the Registration Window.
In addition to requesting the Registrar to inform his local board of his 
enrollment, the student must also formally request a student deferment on 
SS Form 104, “ Request for Student Deferment." It is not necessary to file 
this form each year, only once during your college career.
Refer to the Student Handbook for additional information.
APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION
Applications for Graduation are available at the Records or Registration 
Window. Application fee is $10.00 and must be paid at the Bursar's 
Office, one time only.
Anticipated Completion 
(Graduation) Date
December
March
June
August
Filing Period
September 1 - October 1
December 1 - January 15
February 1 - March 1
March 1 - April 1 if you wish to
participate in the June commencement,
otherwise June 1 is deadline.
If the applicant does not complete the requirements for the degree at the 
time specified, another application must be filed.
All diplomas will be issued on or after June commencement. (December 
and March graduates will receive letters of certification indicating completion 
of degree requirements).
SCHEDULE OF FEES AND TUITIO N INSTRUCTOR -  The last name of the faculty member assigned to teach the 
class.
Full-Time Students (12 or more hours per quarter)
Instructional Fee 
General Fee 
Nonresident Tuition 
(Added to Above Instructional & 
General Fees)
TOTAL: Ohio Resident 
TOTAL: Nonresident
M A IN
CAMPUS
S 160.00
30.00
300.00
190.00
490.00
Part- Time Students (Charge per quarter hour through 11 hours)
Instructional & General Fees 
Nonresident Tuition 
(Added to Above Instructional & 
General Fee)
TOTAL: Ohio Resident 
TOTAL: Nonresident
M A IN
CAMPUS
S 16.50
25.00
C E LIN A
BRANCH
SI 50.00 
10.00 
300.00
160.00
460.00
C E LIN A
BRANCH
S 14.00
25.00
16.50
41.50
14.00
39.00
Additional Fees and Charges
Late Registration Fee-per calendar week, 
beginning first day of classes 
Course Audit- per course (Laboratory and 
special courses not open to audit)
Drop Fee
Change of Course Fee-per drop and add card 
changes (at student request) thru second 
week of classes,
thru eighth week of classes—changes 
(at student request) 
after ninth week of classes 
Application Fee to Degree Programs (non-refundable) 
undergraduate
graduate-Wright State graduates 
graduate- others 
Applied Music Charge
one half-hour lesson per week (1 or 2 credit hours) 
one one-hour lesson per week (4 credit hours) 
Proficiency Test—per quarter hour 
Graduation Fee
Transcript Fee—one free. Each thereafter 
Replacement Fee for I.D. Cards 
Returned Check Penalty—per check 
Library—fines for late return of books and charges for lost 
books to be set by the Librarian with approval of the 
Business Manager.
INFORM ATION ABOUT THE SCHEDULE
Class Offering Headings
CRSE _ Course Number (See information at end of class offerings
NUMB for details of the Course Numbering System).
CRS — Credit Hours
SPEC -  Restrictions on Registration (See Restrictions at the end of
NOTE class offerings for details).
PRE — Refer to the University Catalog for specific course pre­
requisites when appears in this column.
13.00
38.00
S 10.00
S15.00 
S 5.00
S 5.00
$10.00
$15.00
S20.00
$ 10.00
$20.00
$30.00 
$60.00 
$ 5.00 
$10.00 
$ 1.00 
$ 2.00 
$10.00
COURSE
TITLE
SEC
CLASS
NUMB
EVE
START
TIME
END
TIME
DAY OF 
WEEK
ROOM
BLD
Course title as it will appear on your record.
Section designation to indicate the general time pattern for 
the class meeting. Use the Schedule Planning form at the 
end of this publication to assist you in planning your sched­
ule and to avoid time conflicts.
Class Number. Since we must use the most efficient means 
possible to process your class request(s) this number is the 
means used. It is the only information about the class used 
by our computer to put you into classes. The other infor­
mation is there for “people" reference. A class number 
error on your registration will require you to initiate a 
change of class.
Evening classes are identified by an "E" in this column.
The starting time for the class on the day(s) indicated.
The ending time for the class on the day(s) indicated.
The day(s) on which the class meets.
Room
Building (A - Allyn, F - Fawcett, O - Oelman. M - Millett, 
FA - Fine Arts Annex, FB • Fine Arts Building)
Prerequisites
Refer to the catalog for course prerequisites.
Course Numbering System
100-299 Lower division courses intended for undergraduate credit only.
The first digit indicates the general level of the course: 1 for a 
first year course, 2 for a second year course.
300-499 Upper division courses carrying undergraduate credit only.
The first digit indicates the general level of the course: 3 for a 
third year course, 4 for a fourth year course. Courses in this 
category which are acceptable for graduate credit will carry an 
alternate number in which the first digit only is changed to a 
5 or a 6 according to the definitions below.
500-599 Courses which carry graduate credit only in a major field different
from that of the department offering the course. Most such 
courses will be alternate designations of courses normally 
numbered 300-499.
600-699 Courses which carry graduate credit in any major field, and which
have alternate designations in which the first digit is a 3 or 4 
when taken for undergraduate credit.
700-999 Courses intended for graduate credit only. (Unclassified students 
may, with the approval of the department offering the course, 
register for undergraduate credit in courses numbered 700-799.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE SCHEDULE 
Special Note
(Res) Restrictions for registering in certain classes are indicated in thii 
schedule by these symbols:
* - Prerequisite course(s) required for enrollment.
A Enrollment by Department permission only.
B Enrollment by instructor permission only.
C - Concurrent enrollment in a lecture and a laboratory (or recitation)
of the same course is required.
D - Concurrent enrollment in a lecture, a recitation, and a laboratory
is required.
E Enrollment limited to Graduate students only.
F - Enrollment limited to Senior students only.
G - Enrollment limited to Junior students only.
I Enrollment limited to Sophomore students only.
J Enrollment limited to Freshman students only.
K Enrollment limited to lower divisions students only.
L Enrollment limited to departmental major students only.
M Enrollment limited to non-departmental major students only. 
N Enrollment limited to division students only.
Q The class meets in an additional time period(s) and is indicated 
on the line(s) following the primary entry.
R Additional class meeting hours to be arranged by the instructor.
S Enrollment limited to upperclassmen only - no freshmen.
T,U , - Concurrent registration in courses with a common restriction is 
or V - required.
SUMMER QUARTER C
June 16 - August 31,1971
May 17 - June 2 
June 9, Wednesday
June 14, Monday 
June 15, Tuesday
June 16, Wednesday 
June 23, Wednesday 
June 25, Friday 
July 2, Friday 
July 5, Monday
July 9. Friday 
July 16, Friday 
August 17, Tuesday
August 31, Tuesday 
(Final examinations are
Early Registration
Last day for early registered students for 
Summer A, B, C to pay fees. Fees must be in 
the Bursar's office not later than 5:00 p.m. 
Early registrations not paid by this date will be 
cancelled and students may register on June 14. 
Registration for Summer Quarter A, B, C.
No registrations or drop/adds accepted on this 
date.
Classes Begin
Last day students may add classes.
Last day for 90% refund.
Last day for 80% refund.
No Classes. (Make up Classes on July 10 
Saturday)
Last day for 60% refund.
Last day for 40% refund.
Last day students may drop a course without 
a grade.
Classes end.
to be given during the last week of classes.)
SUMMER QUARTER A
June 16 - July 24, 1971
May 17 
June 9,
- June 2 
Wednesday
Early Registration. 
Last day for early registered students for
June 14, Monday 
June 15, Tuesday
June 16, Wednesday 
June 23, Wednesday 
June 25, Friday 
July 2, Friday 
July 5, Monday 
July 14, Wednesday
July 24, Saturday 
(Final Examinations are
Summer A, B, C to pay fees. Fees must be in 
the Bursar's office not later than 5:00 p.m. 
Early registrations not paid by this date will be 
cancelled and students may register for Summer 
A, B, C on June 14 or for Term B on July 22. 
Registration for Summer Quarter A, B, C. 
No registrations or drop/adds accepted on this 
date.
Classes begin for Summer A, C.
Last day students may add classes.
Last day for 90% refund.
Last day for 40% refund.
No classes. Make up classes on July 10.
Last day students may drop a class without a 
grade.
Classes end.
to be given during the last week of classes.)
SUMMfcr, QUARTER B
July 26 August 31, 1971
May 17 - June 2 
June 9, Wednesday
June 14, Monday 
June 15, Tuesday
July 22, Thursday 
July 26, Monday 
July 30, Friday 
August 2, Monday 
August 6, Friday 
August 20, Friday
August 31, Tuesday 
(Final examinations
Early Registration
Last day for early registered students for 
Summer A, B, C to pay fees. Fees must be 
in the Bursar's office not later than 5:00 p.m. 
Early registrations not paid by this date will be 
cancelled and students may register for Summer 
A, B, C on June 14 or for term B on July 22. 
Registration for Summer Quarter A, B, C.
No registrations or drop/add accepted on this 
date.
Registration, 2:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Classes begin.
Last day for 90% refund.
Last day students may add classes.
Last day for 40% refund.
Last day students may drop a class without a 
grade.
Classes end.
are to be given during the last week of classes.)
REGISTRATION
WESTERN OHIO BRANCH CAMPUS -  CELINA  
TERM A
JUNE 1 - 2
TERM B
JULY 6 - 7
9:30- 12:00, 1 :3 0 -4 :0 0  
Advisers present
9:30- 12:00, 1 :3 0 -4 :0 0  
Advisers present
WORKSHOPS
We reserve the right to cancel a workshop or special course.
Admission to Wright State University is necessary for undergraduate 
credit and to the Division of Graduate Studies for graduate credit.
Special applications to reserve space in the courses are available through 
the Division of Continuing Education.
SPECIAL COURSES AND WORKSHOPS 
SUMMER QUARTER 1971
A -T E R M
The Trainable Mentally Retarded: Community Needs.
This lecture course provides an overview of the school and community needs 
of the child in the borderline educable and trainable retarded range. 3 credit 
hours, undergraduate or graduate. Instructor: Martin Rubin, Executive 
Director, Montgomery County Board of Mental Retardation.
July 12 - 23 - 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon daily
To be held at Northview School for the Trainable Mentally Retarded, 8100 N. 
Main Street, Dayton. Ohio.
Clinical Practice in Learning Disability I
An overview of diagnostic teaching. Supervised clinical practice in the 
diagnostic teaching of children with learning disabilities. 3 credit hours, 
undergraduate or graduate. Instructor: Marie Henry.
July 12 - 23 - 9:00 a.m. 0 4:00 p.m. daily
Location of workshop to be announced.
Electronic Music
This workshop is designed for those who have a musical background that 
encompasses a progressive attitude toward contemporary sounds in music.
Will deal with structure, design and composition of music with electronic 
assistance. 1 credit hour, undergraduate or graduate or may be taken for no 
credit. Instructor: Dr. Lindsey Merrill
June 23, 24, 25
To be held at Wright State University.
Production in Communication for Advanced Driver Education.
Production and utilization of instructional materials and media to assist the 
driver education teacher will be the central consideration of this workshop. 
Material will be prepared by the participant and experience in their utilization 
will be provided. 4 credit hours, graduate only. Instructor: W. Graham.
July 12 - 23 - 1:00 - 7:00 p.m. daily
To be held at Wright State University.
Bible and Literature
An intensive study 1) of selected Biblical materials examined as literature 
and 2) of their relationship to and use in selected works of modern literature. 
Some attention will be given to the methods and materials of teaching the 
Bible as literature at the secondary level. 4 credit hours, undergraduate and 
graduate. Instructor: Dr. Peter Bracher.
June 14 - July 1 - 9:00 a.m. - 1 2:00 noon Monday through Thursday.
To be held at Montgomery County Joint Vocational School.
Books in the Classroom
A workshop dealing with the classroom application of several facets of 
literature for children and youth - the place of the picture-story book, art 
in children's books, poetry for all ages, creative response to books in 
dramatics and other art forms. 3 credit hours, undergraduate or graduate. 
Director: Dr. Mary Harbage
June 28 - July 12 - 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Monday through Thursday 
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Friday
Location to be announced.
Moving into a Program of Individualized Reading
This workshop will help the teacher move into a different type of reading pro­
gram—materials needed, type of organization required, classroom setting, 
most usable books, development of skills and ways of evaluating the program.
3 credit hours, undergraduate or graduate. Director: Dr- Mary Harbage.
June 14 - 25 - 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Monday through Thursday 
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Friday
Location to be announced.
Human Nutrition
Basic concepts of nutrition. 3 credit hours, undergraduate. Instructor: 
Ira Fritz.
To be held at Miami Valley Hospital.
Registration through the Registrar's Office. Listed under Biology 370 in 
Summer, Term A schedule.
The Improvement of Teaching
This workshop is limited to analyzing and improving the human interaction 
and communication which occurs within the classroom. At the conclusion, 
participants will be able to apply a process and various tools to the analysis 
and improvement of teaching. 5 credit hours, graduate only. Co-Directors: 
Dr. Lilburn Hoehn and Dr. James Uphoff.
June 5 and 19 - 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon 
July 12 - 23 - 9:00 a.m. - 4 :30  p.m.
To be held at Northmont Junior High School, Englewood, Ohio.
Outdoor Education
This workshop is designed for teachers and leaders seeking skills in the use 
of the out-of-doors as a resource for program or curriculum enrichment 
beyond the classroom walls. 3 credit hours, undergraduate or graduate. May 
be taken for no credit. Two separate courses, each running two weeks. 
Instructor: J. Douglas Dickinson
July 12 23 
July 26 - August 6
To be held at the Outdoor Education Center, Antioch College, Yellow  
Springs, Ohio.
The Teaching of Religion in the Public School
This workshop will examine the historical and current state of teaching 
religion in the public schools and develop teaching methods and/or materials
for this area. 4 credit hours, undergraduate or graduate. Instructors:
Dr. James Uphoff and Dr. Nicholas Piediscalzi.
June 14 - 25 - 8 :30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
To be held at Northmont Junior High School, Englewood, Ohio
The Art of Macrame
The purpose is to help students understand and become involved in the art of 
macrame fiber work; also each student should learn to adapt macrame to the 
art room in the public school. 3 credit hours, undergraduate and graduate. 
Instructor: Nancy J. Koehler.
June 21 - July 2 plus 2 Saturday field trips.
To be held at Wright State University. Registration through Registrar's 
Office - listed under Education 470/670 in the Summer A Term Schedule. 
Departmental permission required.
Creative Management Techniques and Applications for Secondary Business 
Teachers
This workshop is specifically designed for business teachers. They will parti­
cipate in controlled experiences which are particularly suited to their pro­
fession and which can be applied to the classroom. 3 credit hours, under­
graduate or graduate. Instructor: Dale Doland.
June 16-17-18, 21-22-24-25, 28-29-30 and 
July 1-2. 3:00 - 6:00 p.m.
To be held at Wright State University 
Typewriting Methods
Current teaching techniques and testing and evaluative procedures in type­
writing will be discussed. Participants will have an opportunity to experience 
the use of applications of teaching methodology. No academic credit. 
Instructor: Dr. Jerry Robinson.
June 23 - 9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
To be held at Wright State University.
Novels into Film
Novels and films from novels will be discussed and analyzed. 4 credit hours, 
undergraduate and graduate. Instructor: Dr. Thomas Whissen.
June 16 - July 24 
Tuesday - 12:45 - 2:00 p.m.
Wednesday - 12:45 - 4:00 p.m.
Thursday - 12:45 - 2:00 p.m.
To be held at Wright State University.
B -T E R M  
Clinical Practice in Learning Ability II
An overview of behavioral management. Supervised clinical practice in the 
management of children with behavioral disorders. 3 credit hours, under­
graduate or graduate. Instructor: Henry Andrews.
July 24 - August 6 - 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. daily
Location of workshop to be announced.
Curriculum Development for the Trainable Mentally Retarded.
An overview of the curriculum needs of trainable mentally retarded children. 
Direct experience with trainable mentally retarded children. 3 credit hours, 
undergraduate or graduate. Instructor: Harriet Glick, Curriculum Consultant, 
Northview School.
July 26 - August 6 - 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon daily
To be held at Northview School for the Trainable Mentally Retarded, 8100  
N. Main Street, Dayton, Ohio.
Directive Teaching (3 one-week workshops)
A lecture/practicum approach to prepare inexperienced teachers in the 
process of assessment of learning styles of exceptional children. Direct work 
with children. 1 credit hour, undergraduate or graduate. Instructor: Dr. 
Marlene Bireley. Montgomery County Board of Eduation and Instructional 
Resource Materials Center staff will assist.
August 9 - 1 3  
August 1 6 - 2 0  
August 23 - 27
To be held at Page Manor Elementary School.
Unified Curriculum
The purpose of the workshop is for the participants to gain conceptualization 
of a unified curriculum. The activities will include an inquiry approach and 
the sharing of individual viewpoints through the group processes. 3 credit
hours, undergraduate or graduate. Instructor: Dr. Ralph Stuckman.
July 26 - August 6 - 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Monday through Thursday 
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon Friday
To be held at the Western Ohio Branch Campus, Ceiina, Ohio.
Field Geology
Will emphasize interpretation of geologic date gathered in the field. Geologic 
maps will be made on existing topographic maps and aerial photographs. 9 
credit hours, undergraduate or graduate. Staff: B. H. Richard, Director and 
R. J. Larson, Assistant Director.
July 25 - August 27
To be held at the Maryville College Environmental Education Center, 
Tremont, Tennessee.
The Teaching of Elementary School Geometry - (K-6)
Activities will be related to the geometrical concepts that are included in to­
days mathematics program. Both the inductive and deductive processes will 
be examined. A special emphasis will be on making mathematics meaning­
ful to the students. 4 credit hours, undergradutae or graduate Instructor:
Dr. Carl Benner.
July 26 - August 13 - 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon 
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. daily
To be held at Wright State University.
Stage Band
Designed for high school students and high school instrumental teachers, 
credit hour, undergraduate or graduate or may be taken for no credit. 
Instructor: William Wood
July 26 - 30
To be held at Wright State University.
Physical Science: Junior High School
Activities will be centered about the idea of teaching physical science through 
structured discovery. Primary emphasis will be on performing and evaluating 
selected experiements. 4 credit hours, graduate and undergraduate. Instructor: 
Lloyd Watts.
August 30 - September 3 - 9:00 - 3:00 p.m. and the 
following ten Saturdays 9:00 - 11:00 a.m.
To be held at Wright State University.
Drug Abuse and the School
This course is intended for teachers, administrators, school psychologists, 
counselors, school nurses and such people who would be in a position to 
recognize or prevent or recognize drug abuse among school children. 3 credit . 
hours, undergraduate and graduate. Instructors: Dr. Eugene Wade and Ellen 
Murray.
July 26 - August 6 - 8:00 a.m. -12:00  noon daily 
To be held at Wright State University.
Confrontation Management Workshop
The objective of this workshop will be to assist school principals and 
guidance counselors in handling conflict within their schools. Emphasis will 
be focused upon understanding one's self in conflict situations of an 
interpersonal nature. Participants will be limited to approximately 20, 
constituting pairs of principals and counselors from designated Dayton or 
Dayton area schools. 4 credit hours, graduate only. Coordinators: Joseph 
Emanuel and Earl Zwetschke.
Tues: July 26 - Aug. 3
Sat. Oct. 9 
Sat. Oct. 23 
Sat. Nov. 6 
Sat. Nov. 20 
Sat. Dec. 4
Full day sessions (7) 
5 hour sessions 
5 hour sessions 
5 hour sessions 
5 hour sessions 
5 hour sessions
To be held at Wright State University.
Vocational Guidance Coordinators Workshop
A special post-master's program to increase the effectiveness of a counselor's 
skills in assisting students with their vocational and educational planning.; 
Open only to Certified Counselors. Graduates of the course will receive a 
Certificate of Completion from the State Division of Guidance and Testing 
which is required for employment as a Vocational Guidance Coordinator. 4 
credit hours, graduate only. Instructor: Dr. Harold Silverman.
August 16-27, 8:30 - 5:00 p.m. daily
To be held at Patterson Cooperative High School, Dayton, Ohio.
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I
“Exit The King” Focuses On Life’s Life’s Ultimate Absurdity
BY W. F. WISSMAN ^
The Speech and Theatre Department's New Liberty
ill Theatre has at last found its medium; Theatre 
0f the Absurd. New Liberty Hall, in appearance a 
cross between a Mississippi revivalist church and 
a Midwest bingo parlor, has the rumbling acoustics 
of a high-roofed throne room, exactly the setting 
for Eugene Ionesco's play, “ Exit the King."
Ionesco, who as an Absurdist sees life as mean­
ingless and finds truth only in the acceptance of 
life's chaos and contradiction, has appropriately com­
bined in the play the paradoxical elements of drama, 
comedy and tragedy. The play focuses on life 's  
ultimate absurdity, that of being born only to die. 
For those of us who have grown up with the Bomb 
and the chaos of the cold war, the prospect of death 
has been more prominently displayed beneath our 
noses and has made the Absurdist's life-view ap­
pealing. It is this life-view which has led to the 
post-World War II proliferation of Existentialist 
philosophy. It is this kind of life-view which can 
lead to m iddle-class consumerism or non-class 
drugism.
"Exit the King" deals with the final hours of 
King Berenger. His kingdom is symbolically crumb­
ling about him. His once great control over his 
environment and faculties has waned, but he refuses 
to accept his loss as fact. While he intellectually 
accepts the inevitability of death, his heart and 
ego struggle against the creeping realization that 
his time has come. He functions as Everyman, whose 
love-hate relationship with life 's wonders and ab­
surdities becomes pure, longing love as death looms 
teear.
Eileen Ribbler is also very good as Queen M ar­
guerite, the older of Berenger»s two wives. By the 
time her slow and measured speech becomes an­
noying, one realizes that she represents the rational 
|‘aspect of Berenger's faculties, that cold-eyed, me­
ticulous element of man's mind which insists on pure 
logic and truth. She is useful to the king at times, 
but she also leads him step by step to the acceptance 
a and actuality of his death.
ns
a
an 
r» :
Ml f
Deem Bristown is excellent as King Berenger. His 
booming voice, nearly painfully loud at times, ef­
fectively emphasizes Berenger’s ego-strength early  
in the play and contrasts nicely with his whispers 
as he accepts the approach of death. Bristow gets 
into his role so thoroughly that he actually becomes 
Berenger. His nervous twitches, profusely sweating 
face and seemingly spontaneous facial expressions 
seduce the audience into emoathv and pathos.
Queen Marguerite's rationalism is supported by 
the Royal Doctor-Fxecutioner-Bacteriologist-Astrol- 
ogist. He is a synthesis of science, a logical ex­
tension of man's rationality, a man who studies life 
and death and works both ends of the scientific 
spectrum, microcosm and macrocosm. Yet he can­
not save the king's life. The ultimate futility and 
absurdity of man's scientific exploits are beauti­
fully revealed by Kip Rookstool, who steals the 
early part of the show with his stoop-shouldered 
shuffling in a neat geometric square while nasally 
ticking off doomsday statements like, “ The Milky 
Way seems to be curdling."
Sharon Hallman portrays Queen Marie, the younger 
and favorite of Berenger's wives. She is the ro ­
mantic element of his character, love and hope and 
the a-rational enjoyment of life. This idealistic 
element of Berenger’s character eventually gives 
way to Queen Marguerite’s rationality. Miss Hall­
man's Queen Marie is appealing because of her 
b e a u t y  and romantic idealism. Simultaneously, 
though, her vacuous facial expressions and falsetto 
voice insist that her romanticism is, after a ll, nothing 
more than blind hope.
Juliette, played by Catherine Thorpe, is an un­
educated servant, a representative of the masses 
whose unthinking sympathies lie with Bergenger’s 
romantic element. Her ultimate sympathies, though, 
are with herself. She withdraws, as did the good 
Doctor, to leave Berenger to contend with his own 
death.
Byron Hays effectively plays the Guard as a kind 
of demented Joe Palooka in doughboy uniform. His 
blank-faced, stentorian announcements about the p ro­
gress  of the King’s death reinforce the absurdity 
of the situation. Unfortunately, the depth of Hays’s 
voice and the absurd acoustics of the theatre com­
bine to make some of his lines unintelligible.
The latter half of the Guard’s role has been 
replaced, in this production, by a chorus of ghastly 
death-spirits. While this change costs the play some 
of its farcical absurdity, the spirits, as they writhe 
about on the floor and chant their incantations, do 
intensify the macabre atmosphere and heighten the 
sense of tragedy in Berenger’s death. It is not pure 
tragedy though, for it is difficult, if at all possible, 
to evoke the purely tragic sense when dealing with 
meaningless absurdity. And that is part of Ionesco’s 
point: in a world where the loss of an individual's 
greatest possession, his life, is both comic and 
tragic, existing and exiting are meaningless.
"E x it the K ing" had to compete with wrightstock 
last weekend, a fate worse than trying to explain 
nuclear physics to a butterfly. Fortunately, this 
season you can have your Wrightstock and Ionesco. 
The play w ill be presented again this weekend, May 
5, 6 and 7. Curtain time is 8:30 p.m. Tickets may 
be purchased in Allyn Hall or at the door.
Classified Ads
INTERESTED in starting your own business 
this summer with a new, nationally-known 
product? W rite R.A.H. Distributing Company, 
Suite 14, 4821 Sahler St., Omaha, Nebraska, 
68104 or call A rea Code 402-455-3395 (no 
collect calls).
SUMMER HOUSING in 2 months, U of D area, 
men or women, 299-6516.
RIDE NEEDED to New 
May 10. W ill share
York City, week of 
expenses. 277-8403.
Home Rule;
Ohio Colleges
Two members of the Kent Re­
form C o u n c i l  at Kent State 
University visited Wright State's 
uj|GUARDIAN o f f i c e  Wednesday, 
[April 28, to discuss the possi­
bility of home rule for Ohio's 
state colleges. The Kent Reform  
Council, Kirk Holliday explained, 
is a coalition of several campus 
organizations, including the Kent 
Defense Fund Committee, the 
Kent Liberation Front, and the 
Kent State Student Senate.
Home rule, says Holliday, is 
“the proposal that students and 
faculty elect the members of the 
board of trustees, instead of 
toving them appointed by the 
governor, as is now the case. 
“Paternalism, or the idea that 
we’ve had pushed on us for so 
0nS that we aren't capable of 
‘baking our own decisions, caused 
initial reaction to be nega­
tive," Holliday admitted, "but 
when you've been told all your 
jife that you can't do something, 
‘t takes a while to realize that 
1 y°u actually can ."
'vhy is home rule important? 
he Kent Reform Council says 
student-elected trustees would 
6 “directly responsible to the 
students  rather than o t h e r  
Sfoups." Home rule would “ give 
indents full control over the 
diversity and its resources." 
toong changes proposed by the 
are the idea of a “ credit- 
■•credit" grading system and 
"ha s*uc*en* Participation in all 
of university government. 
°w w ill this p r o p o s a l  be 
r°ught before the legislature? 
°iliday says the organizers plan 
wait until the Vote 18 is 
^sed, then they will use the 
kttVe procedure to bring the 
™ject before the voters. (This 
fj a constitutional a mend-
j,®nt* so the people must vote.)
Plan a McCarthy typedoor-  
^  t o t *  campai£n to gain sup-
D r. Robert Cecile, Gil ligands executive 
assistant on Education, will return to 
campus, Thurs, May 6 at 3:30 p.m. to 
discuss governor plans in 112 Oeiman.
Applications for next year's editors of the 
three publications should be submitted to 
the Dean of Students, 151 Allyn, before Mon 
day, May 10, 1971 at 5:00 p.m.
W ANT
&
Waitresses
&
Go-Go Dancers
Full or P a r i  Tim e
. START W O R K IN G  IMMEDIATELY
----------- G o o d  P a y ________
Must Be IB Years Or Over
223-6854
RECORD 
SALE
$1.98
\\
Formerly $4.79
Now offered at one special low 
price. All your favorite sounds at 
a price you can afford to pay. Vocals 
and instrumentals! Popular dance 
bands and symphony orchestras! 
Ballads and folk songs! Pop and 
jazz music! A wide selection of 
artists! You'll be sorry if you 
miss this opportunity to get your 
favorite music at this low, low 
price.
Wright State
University Bookstore
Lower Level, University Center
%•x
I
4.
$:
8
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Raiders Win 15-1
The Wright State Raiders flexed their muscles 
early in the week and rounded out 17 hits en route to 
a 15-1 slaughter of Wilmington, but the big guns 
grew silent as  WSU lost three straight to U.C. and 
Thomas More College.
Crack the ball and run was the name of the game 
at Wilmington as the explosive Raiders jumped out 
to a 6-0 lead in the first inning by scoring the first  
six batters to go up. Nine runs, 10 hits, and three 
Wilmington pitchers later, the game was over, with 
Wright State winning its third.
Cincinnati was another story. The Raiders lost a 
twin-bill to the Bearcats by scores of 4-1 and 9-1. 
U.C.,. now with a 20-12 record, did not exactly run 
away with the young Raiders. The Red and Black 
squad won the first game with a two run homer in 
the bottom of the sixth to break up a 1-1 tie. In the 
second, U.C. jumped on pitchers Mike Bakun and 
Tim Lee to score seven runs in the last two innings 
to expand on a 0-1 lead. Cincinnati only smashed 
four more hits than WSU all day but its the score  
that counts.
Thomas M ore and Wright State both had 12 hits 
in their game but Thomas More scored seven more 
runs to win 11-4. Walks won the game for the Cov­
ington team. Pitcher Mike Bahon walked six batters 
in his . five innings on the mound but those passes 
proved to be fatal as five of those runners came 
in to score.
There w ere some bright spots though for Wright 
State as Don Vorhees and Mike Bohan ripped back 
to back solo homers in the fourth inning.
Bits and pieces -  freshmen Mike Bahon has been 
the starting pitcher in four of the last five games 
this week. The Tecumseh hurler has appeared in 
nine of the last 12 games for the Raiders. He played 
in the infield during hvo of the three games that 
he didn’t pitch.
The loss to Thomas More College has made it 
impossible fo r the Raiders to reach the .500 mark. 
The best WSU can finish is 11 -  12.
Auto Club Plans 2nd Race
The Wright State Auto Sports Club w ill hold its 
next major event Sunday, May 9, at Skyway Park.
The area is just east of the Kauffman Rd. entrance 
to Wright State.
Practice and registration will be from 9 a.m. 
to noon. Timed runs w ill begin at 12:30 p.m. and 
w ill probably last until 5 p.m. Entries are expected
WATERBEDS ARE SWEijpINvj i H t Cv^Ui'iTiv 
Everyone says, “ Two things are better on a 
waterbed and one of them is sleep.”  The 
flowing rhythm of water literally follows 
the sleeper gradually reaching perfect still­
ness as you settle into place for a heavenly 
rest that holds no backaches, muscle tension 
The world’s finest quality waterbed carrying 
a 10-year guarantee. Send check or money 
order for immediate delivery to:
TROPICAL WATERBEDS 
Box 2243
lOnd, Indiana, 46323
from  all over Ohio to fill the 100 car limit. 
This race is the second point event for the Greater 
Dayton Autocross Championship Series. Co-sponsor<? 
of the event are the Sports Car Club of America 
and the Miami Valley Touring Club.
These events are the closest thing to actual road- 
racing m the area. For more information call 2 9 3 I
(o 21«
DON'T PAY JEWELERS
150% to 200% MARK-UP'
ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT RINGS
Express Your Love Perfectly
S P U N M E S H  $ 3 5 0  
AL SO  T O  2 1 0 0  
W E D D I N G  R I N G  7 9 . 5 0
PO E T  10 U E $ 3 5 0  
AL SO  T O  2 2 5 0  
W E D D I N G  R I N G  3 4 . 7 5
With a Keepsake diamond engagement 
ring, of course. Every Keepsake is 
quality crafted and beautifully designed 
to reflect the full brilliance of the 
perfect center diamond.
C H E L S E A  $ 3 0 0  
A L SO  F R O M  2 0 0  
W E D D I N G  R I N G  7  5 M A N S  1 0 0 D I A M O N D  R I N G S
COLONIAL JEWELERS
136 N MAIN STREET
EXCLUSIVE DOWNTOWN 
KEEPSAKE DEALER 
Next to Victory Theatre 
31 S MAIN, MIAMISBURG, 0
* Buy from  Collegiate Diamond Import­
e rs , a company affiliated with John 
Roberts C lass Rings
* The Highest Quality Diamonds at Stu­
dent Discount
* Compare our prices to local prices, 
You’ll be amazed
can Chuck Childers
at 256-0501 or 286-0606
or catch Chuck on Campus 
Chuck is a fu ll time WSU student
Rings rn lsugrd to show detail . T rade-Mark  Reg.
STUDENTS AND FA C ULTY !
♦
AIR CONDITIONED  
APARTM ENTS & TOWN HOUSES 
“ gives good living a boost.... never the rent”  
from
$125.00
short terms available
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
NEW 1 -  3 BEDROOMS
•  Laundry Facilities
•  Separate dining room
•  Plush carpet
•  1, 1-1/2, 2 baths
• W ashers & Dryers
•  A ir conditioned
•  Soft water
•  Balcony or Patio
•  Range, refrigerator, some dishwashers 
118 YELLOW  SPRINGS 878-3973
FAIRBORN, OHIO 
OFFICE HOURS: 9 am -  8 pm 
Sat 9 - 6  Sun 1 - 6
7 Minutes to Wright State
— just pure ecstasy and a sea of dreams 
indeed. WATERBED HISTORY: Designed by 
and for hospitals for better body conforma­
tion and Weight displacement but now its in 
the bedroom, YEH!
DELUXE MODEL $49.95 KING SIZE
  ------------------------------------------------- 6 ft. x 7 ft.
(Economy models are also available Tn"alT 
sizes.)
Would you like to make money for your 
sorority, fraternity, any project or just for 
yourself? Sell waterbeds, we have a price 
set-up for dealers and organizations,
Turn On
To Jesus
EVERY FRIDAY -  8:30 PM
Brown St 108
|  | _ ______ _ LAWNVIEW
___Lawnview
N - * 223-2343
1 0 Minutes to Wright State!
'W o o i ln ^ m
Apartments and 
Townhouses
1, 2 and 3 Bedrooms 
Furnished or Unfurnished
WW Carpeting Balconies-Patios
Air Conditioning Tennis Courts
Laundry Facilities Olympic Size Pool 
Range, Refrigerator, Some Dishwashers
Some Short Terms Available
WOODMAN DR AT ROUTE 35
254-6122
OPEN DAILY 9 - 7  Sun 1 -  6 Sat 9 -  6
First National 
Bank
Fairborn, Ohio
Member 
Federal Reserve  
System
Member Federal 
Deposit Insurance 
Corporation
Phone 878-8681
The Hottest Pants 
In Town
are at
Concord City
See You There
1150 W  Miami Blvd
